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Abstract - Web applications are becoming the foremost way to provide access to on-line services such as e-commerce and 

online banking. Hackers have found new types of attacks to develop vulnerabilities in these web applications. Among these 

attacks reflected web parameter attacks have received much attention in the recent scientific days. Efficient mechanism 

such as Input validation is an addition overload scenario for executing a secure transaction in a server side. This paper 

presents a new, extremely automated approach that prevents web parameter attacks using mobile agents in the client side 

and server side. Our Proposed system has to remove keywords from the web application parameter in a client side and use 

the gene alignment approach to compute the identity between two parameter sequences in order to avoid web attacks in 

server side. Hirschberg algorithm is an divide and conquer approach for measuring the significance between two 

sequences and it has advantageous over other methods in order to reduce the time complexity O((nm)) and space 

complexity O(min (nm)). This system was able to stop all of the successful attacks. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Many web applications have been only based on databases which broadly integrated on the Internet and firms use these 

services to provide a wide range of services to customers. Web based parameter attacks has been severely exploit the valuable 

web applications. Database are the heart of many information system, reason for which database are increasingly coming under 

large number of attacks. In badly configured or designed web application, malicious users can modify the parameters, session 

tokens or values stored in cookies and even HTTP headers. Developers show keen interest in developing the application with 

usability rather than incorporating security policy rules. SQL Injection attacks, Cross site scripting attacks and Path disclosure 

attacks are the most dangerous attacks which will breach the integrity and logic validation mechanism errors. Malicious user can 

breach the security of the application and perform illegal operation for their own benefit or an attacker who wishes to attack 

another person using a man-in-the-middle attack. 

Cryptography techniques in the transport layer can never protect the parameter manipulation attack in which data is mangled 

before it hits the wire [2]. Cookies, form fields, URL query strings, HTTP Headers are  some  of  the  parameter  tampering  

holders  which  exploits  the  web  application.  Even the Web application attacks can bypass the security mechanism such as 

Firewall, cryptography and traditional intrusion detection systems. The most worrying aspect of web application attacks is; it is 

very easy to perform, even if the developers of the application are well known about these types of attacks. 

A. Cookie Manipulation 

  During normal operation cookies are sent back and forth between a server and the user computer. Since cookies may contain 

sensitive information (user name, a token used for authentication, etc.), their values should not be accessible to other computers. 

Cookie theft is the act of intercepting cookies by an unauthorized party. Both persistent and non-persistent cookies, secure or 

insecure can be modified by the client and sent to the server with URL requests. Therefore any malicious user can modify cookie 

content to the advantage for access the information. 

B.  HTML Form Field Manipulation 

  When a user performs any action on HTML page, the action is stored as form field values and sent to the server as an HTTP 

request. Hypertext mark up language can store form field values as Hidden Fields and it is not rendered to the screen by the 

browser but are collected and submitted as parameters during form submissions [5].  

C. URL Manipulation 

  URL manipulation is a most dangerous attack used by hackers to perform some manipulation in the Uniform Resource 

Locator parameters. URL manipulation can be employed as a convenience by a Web server administrator or for nefarious 

purposes by a hacker [3]. This ID number can then be used to determine which pages on the site the user visits thereafter. 

D. HTTP Header Manipulation 

HTTP headers manipulation is the attack used by attackers to manipulate the header information which has been passed from 

web clients to web servers on HTTP requests, and vice-versa on HTTP responses. Header normally consists of a single line of 

ASCII text with a name and a value [7]. Modifying the header information in the web browser is not quite simple.  
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II. RELATED WORK 

     Traditional security mechanism such as intrusion detection system, firewall and encryption methods are not sufficient to 

block web based parameter attacks. Web based attacks are most dangerous issues which exploit the valuable web application. 

Countering threats to an organization's internal databases from database applications is an important area of research. Input 

validation mechanism is an extra burden to the server side for complete secure transaction. Many techniques has been discussed 

to prevent web parameter attacks are followed. 

     Christopher Kruegel et al [1], propose an intrusion detection system that uses a different anomaly detection technique to find 

attacks against web applications.  The system correlates the server-side programs referenced by client queries with the parameters 

contained in these queries. The application-specific characteristics of the parameters allow the system to perform focused analysis 

and produce a reduced number of false positives. 

     Jae-Chul Park et al [2] propose a mechanism to detect SQL injection attacks using pair wise sequence alignment of amino 

acid code formulated from web application parameter. YongJoon et al [3] propose an Anomaly Intrusion Detection model to find 

out the input validation attacks against web applications. WAIDS derives a new intrusion detection method using generated 

profile from web request data in normal situation. Jae-Chul Park et al [4] propose a mechanism to provide a solution against web 

parameter manipulation attack using genome sequence. In their work, Needleman wunsch algorithm has been used to compare the 

web parameter with the predefined values to find out the attacks and the results. 

    Benferhat Salem et al [5] propose a mechanism for detecting Web attacks targeting either server-side or client-side 

applications. Request general features, Request content features, Response features and Request history features are the four kinds 

of features provided. Experimental studies discussed in this paper show the efficiency of the selected feature set in detecting Web 

related attacks. Sanghyun Cho et al [6] propose the Bayesian parameter estimation method and it is very effective in analyzing 

web logs and detecting anomalous sessions.  Snort, a well-known IDS based on misuse detection, caught only slightly more than 

one third of web attacks. But, Session anomaly detection (SAD), detected nearly all such attacks without having to rely on attack 

signatures at all. SAD works by first developing normal usage profile and comparing the web logs, as they are generated, against 

the expected frequencies. R. Faradzhullaev [7] propose a mechanism to analyze log files and find out the anomalous changes that 

take place on the web server and identifying attacks. The proposed method allows detecting anomalous queries received from 

malicious users in log files of the web server. 

    Livshits and Lam [9], propose a mechanism for finding the SQL injection using vulnerability pattern approach. Vulnerability 

patterns are predefined pattern to find out the attacks. The main issue of this method is that it cannot detect the SQL injection 

attacks patterns that are not known beforehand. Marco Cova et al [10], proposed a method   to the anomaly-based detection of 

attacks against web applications. Swaddler analyzes the internal state of a web application and learns the relationships between 

the application’s critical execution points and the application’s internal state. The main drawback is the overhead grows linearly 

as the number of executed basic blocks increases. This is due to instrumentation and detection overhead associated with each 

basic block in the program.    Many authors proposed different techniques to prevent web parameter attacks. But all these methods 

reported to have a lot of pros and cons of its own proposal. The authors classified their mechanism as signature method, anomaly 

method and auditing method. 

   In Signature Based Method, a threat is always be stored in database. This Mechanism finds very difficult to detect the new 

threat. In Anomaly Based Method, it monitors system and its web application behaviors. It set the baseline of network and 

system. But this mechanism generates more false alarm rates. In Auditing and Logging Method, it provides a limited audit 

functionality of database management systems (DBMS). Inconsistency across DBMS types and the performance penalty are 

drawback of this system. 

   In this paper, a new attempt has been proposed and worked out effectively against web parameter based attacks. New 

technique such as Mobile agent has been incorporated in this proposal in order to reduce the work burden of the server side. 

Mobile agent gathers the Hirschberg algorithm to the client side for further processing and if it find any suspicious activity, it 

block the further transaction and shows warning to the user. If its suspects a malicious attacks, it blocks the further transaction and 

it avoids the network usage, traffic and bandwidth. Hirschberg algorithm is a gene alignment approach for measuring the identity 

between two different gene sequences. This paper incorporates this algorithm for exact match with incoming keywords with 

predefined keywords and also reduced the time and space complexity. Even in signature based method, all types of attacks are 

stored in database and it compares the incoming attacks with this predefined attacks. There are two issues is present in this 

signature based method. The first issue is, this mechanism detect the attacks only which is present in the database. The second 

issue is, this mechanism takes more time and space complexity. This paper discussed an approach could analyze and compare 

each and every keyword with predefined keyword for effective way of preventing attacks and also to reduce the time and space 

complexity. In addition to that, it reduces the work burden of the server and also it avoid unnecessary transaction between client 

and server if its anomaly transaction. 

 

III. OUR APPROACH 

   Our approach is entirely based on Signature based method, which has been used to address security problems related to web 

based attacks. Mobile agent plays a vital role to establish the secure transaction and also reduce the work burden of the server 

side. Mobile agent gathers the overall source code of the algorithm and it travels to the client side and it check for the secure 

transaction. If it finds any suspicious activity, it blocks the transaction as well as it reduces the network throughput and 

transmission. There are four modules incorporated which is used to detect the security issues. Agent module has gathered the core 

algorithm and it brings to client side for further processing. Decision module has gathering the web application parameter from 

the web application and it decides whether it can send the statement to network for execution. Examiner module uses Hirschberg 

algorithm to find out the attacks. Signatures comprise the predefined keywords and identifier and send it to Examiner module for 
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comparisons. In analysis module, if it finds any suspicious activity, it acts as an active agent to stop the transaction and audit the 

attacks. 

A. Agent Module 

    Mobile Agent is a software agent, with the feature of autonomy, social ability, learning, and most importantly, mobility. 

Mobile agent is a process that can transport its state from one environment to another, with its data intact, and be capable of 

performing appropriately in the new environment. Mobile agents decide when and where to move the location. This mobile agent 

gathers the information from the server to client and it will send to Decision Module. 

B. Decision Module 

    In Decision module, it's the in-between module which can get a parameter from the web application and sends it to examine 

module. Decision module has to decide that this statement can send it to network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Prevention of Web attacks using Hirschberg Algorithm 

Hirschberg Algorithm 

    Hirschberg's algorithm is a generally applicable algorithm for optimal sequence alignment. BLAST and FASTA are 

suboptimal heuristics. If x and y are strings, where length(x) = n and length(y) = m, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm finds an 

optimal alignment in O(nm) time, using O(nm) space. Hirschberg's algorithm is a clever modification of the Needleman-Wunsch 

Algorithm which still takes O(nm) time, but needs only O(min{n,m}) space. One application of the algorithm is finding sequence 

alignments of DNA or protein sequences. It is also a space-efficient way to calculate the longest common subsequence between 

two sets of data such as with the common diff tool. 

If x and y are strings, where |x| = n and |y| = m, Hirschberg's algorithm is a clever modification of the Needleman-Wunsch  

Algorithm  which  takes  O(nm)  time,  but  needs  only  O(min{m,n})  space  for comparing these two x and y strings. This is the 

formula to plot the values in the table. 

 

F(i,j)= Max{F(i-1,j-1)+t(xi,yi), F(i,j-1)+px, F(i-1,j)+py)}  

F(i,j)=1    if(xi=yi) 

F(I,j)=0    if(xi≠yi) 

t(xi,yi) - score for aligning the characters at positions i and j,    

p  is the penalty for a gap. 

F(i,j) is a type of running best score as the algorithm moves through every position in the matrix. But in our approach, gap     

penalty has ignored. If Xi=Yi, then plot "1" else "0" till all the character has been visited. 

For example, this is sample URL parameter attacks,  

http://www.bank.com/svepge.asp?tr=100&status=read 

Modifying the status variable to delete the page:  

http://www.bank.com/svepge.asp?tr=147&status=del 

The  following  table  clearly  explains  the  approach  system  to  prevent  such  attacks.  Hirschberg algorithm uses divide and 

conquer approach in order to reduce time and space complexity. X is the predefined statement which has been stored in signature 

module and Y is the statement which has been get it from Decision module and it compares using this algorithm. It divides the 

problem in to two sub problems, from tr to status and bank to svepge.asp. First it compares the first sub problems and it find out 

the attacks and it wont go for other sub problems and it sends the notification to Decision module to stop the transaction and audit 

the attacks. 
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                                                           Table 1: Hirschberg Algorithm to find out the attacks 

IV. RESULTS 

   This system can tested with three types of web application such as portal, classified and Events. There are many number of 

attacks are present in each section such as   buffer overflow, cross site scripting attacks and SQL Injection attacks and find out the 

proposed system ability to stop the attacks. The following table clearly explains the advantages of the proposed system over 

existing methods are shown. Consider the inputs from the web application are suspicious and behavior of the system show in this 

table. 

  This system not only blocks the web application and it stops some of the network security issues. Consider this limited number 

of attacks and tested with this proposed system to find out the attacks and got a encourage results. 

 

Subject 
Total no of 

attacks 

Successful Prevention of  

attacks 

Portal 3000 0 

Classifieds 5088 0 

Events 6004 0 

Table 2: Efficiency of the proposed system 

 

   This system act as an Intrusion prevention system to detect and prevent the web application attacks. But the drawback of 

existing Intrusion prevention system can generate the more false alarms, but it may work efficiently. This system can able to stop 

the attacks as well as it could not generate the false alarms and it work effectively against the web parameter attacks. Consider 

this limited number of access and tested with this proposed system to find out the alarm rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Efficiency alarms of the proposed system 

 

This system can work efficiently against web application attacks and it also reduces the time and space complexity of the 

system. Again the system can tested with number of input in worst case and Best case scenario access time. In worst case 

scenario, it takes time complexity as O(nm), but in best case scenario, it takes time complexity as O(min(nm)) where n is the 

predefined keywords and m is the incoming keywords. But it reduces the space complexity as O(min(nm)). 

Subject #inputs 
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case Avg 

access 

Time(ms) 

 

Best case 

Avg 

access 

Time(ms) 

Space 

complexity 

Portal 1,359 122 61 O(min(nm)) 

Classifieds 424 56 28 O(min(nm)) 

Events 900 63 31 O(min(nm)) 

Table 4: Efficiency of time and space complexity of the proposed system 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
      This paper proposed a system to protect the web application using mobile agents from web parameter based attacks. Our 

approach using mobile agent as a core to protect the web application as well as reduce the load of the web database transaction. 

Our methodology also provides advantages over the other existing techniques whose application requires customized and 

complex runtime environments. Hirschberg algorithm plays another part and it uses divide and conquer approach to detect the 

web based attacks in order to reduce the time and space complexity. Traditional security mechanism such as IDS and firewall 
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have not been sufficient to provide the security of web application, however, this mechanism is able to block abnormal approach 

to web application and to detect previously unknown attacks as well as variations of known attacks. 
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